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Using team support specializing in designing, printing 
and packaging, advertising and marketing will help 
us to provide effective and cost effective solutions 
tailored to all small, medium and large professions.

Using team support specializing in designing, printing and packaging, 
advertising and marketing will help us to provide effective and cost 
effective solutions tailored to all small, medium and large professions.
KamelPack Printing and Packaging Industries Company in 2014 after two 
years continuous study and research in response to market demand in 
the field of carton packaging and rigid boxes based on industrial and 
automated production as well as the quality improvement of existing 
products. Quality, expertise, and customer service will always lasting a 
KamelPack Inc. on your mind. Industrial production lines and high quality 
raw materials and modern automation systems, together with expert 
technical experts, is considered to be a good concession of KamelPack 
Inc. In order to increase the quality and speed of production, as well as 
to meet the loyal customers of this company, industrial production lines 
Phase 2 and Phase 3 KamelPack will be launched and installed soon. On 
this way we see ourselves beside the country›s prestigious printing and 
packaging industry.

Producing a variety of exquisite industrial boxes of a different quality 
than you have ever seen. Production of hard box boxes with a 
completely new system along with product engineering and creative 
design and design and sales consultancy for packaging customers.
Our expert designers will synchronize the production and packaging 
industry with practical experience and use creative techniques along 
with mandatory design standards to provide innovative solutions at 
the best possible time. We come together to provide the best service, 
focusing on quality, cost control and time management. Our quality 
of service has been constantly updated with the growing potential 
of our customers. Our determination will always be in the future to 
provide services of the first-class quality in order to meet the needs of 
our customers and expand their business.

The KamelPack’s printing and packaging industries, transform its 
customer›s dream into a reality by providing professional services 
and helps them achieve key points in their careers in all its aspects.

. Production of all kinds of rigid boxes

. Production of carton boxes and laminates

. Graphic design and product engineers

. Marketing consulting and sales

Our activities

About Us

Be with us
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صنایع چاپ و بسته بندی کامل پک
.KAMEl PACK  industrial group. Our Team

 Board of
Directors

 Marketing
sales

 Design and
engineering

Production

 Product
 development and

market

We have a complete understanding of the customers ‹packaging and production needs, and this 
knowledge, along with the technical knowledge and experience, is aimed at the full success of our 
customers` goals.

Board of Directors Printing and Packing of KamelPack Inc. is composed of educated and experienced 
experts in cooperation and production of exquisite packaging and engineering products of many famous 
brands in Iran. Our experience in a wide range of manufactures and the familiarity with the technology 
that needs this profession will ensure our success in attracting audiences.

Sales management and the development of KamelPack Market will provide unique solutions in 
advertising, production and sales. We will be with you by providing scientific, specialized and modern 
Marketing Plan, in the form of modern, well-defined and scalable marketing campaigns, will make your 
business, along with having a world standard quality and standard packaging. This will be achieved 
using our expert team and management consultancy which will be effective in branding your product 
using knowledge, creativity, experience and energy.

Product engineering is an important and specialized process that links the fate of selling or not selling 
your product. 
Product engineering, is a combination of expert review of product needs, art design and engineering 
design along with creativity and innovation. Product Engineering’s Team of KamelPack will help you to 
design a perfect quality product and the type of packaging structure with its graphic design.

Modern and high quality machines are tools to provide highly skilled and 
trained personnel with quality products.
Good quality raw materials, customer contact management system and 
order tracking, custom packaging and shipping and being up-to-date and 
accurate are the features of KamelPack Inc.

Along with the production of your product packaging the KamelPack market 
development’s team can provide for your product target market, sales 
and marketing applications, and product development. By relying on our 
international knowledge, we always have new ideas for our customers.

“thousands of candles 
are lit with a candle
The candle will not be 
short…
Being professional 
is never stopped by 
dividing.”
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Production

Packaging evolution, Sales transformation / our service is to add value to your product

Packaging production /  We know about packaging

Proper packaging for your product creates value added and promotes your sales goals. Quality products 
are offered in packages appropriate to their position. Godiva chocolate is one of the products that is always 
offered with rigid box packaging.
Many manufacturers are looking for a kind of packaging for their high-quality products to show the true value of their 
product and in competitive markets, packaging weakness does not prevent them from selling quality products. Today›s 
packaging shows its important position and you need suitable packaging for your products. Rigid boxes are designed for 
this purpose and they can do some important part of the task of a good packaging.
In Iran, many of these rigid boxes are produced on hand and semi-automatic lines which due to the long delivery time and 
the expense of this type of production, caused we launch and install the industrial and automatic lines of these products.

To make packaging changes, you should consider the following these six criterions:
1 Graphic Design Package
2 Engineering Packing Product (size and ...)
3 Harmonization of product engineering and graphic design with marketer policies
4 production technology
5 materials and techniques used in packaging
6 KamelPack Inc. product’s Engineering Questionnaire

GODIVA chocolate Packaging!
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صنایع چاپ و بسته بندی کامل پک
.KAMEl PACK  industrial group. About Rigid box

Rigid boxes / these boxes are new, resistant, luxurious and beautiful.

Why rigid box / Best quality, Different packaging

In order to produce quality products and exquisite packaging export ...different packages have been 
produced to meet all the needs of a consumer.

Increasing the level of quality of packaging products in the country requires a proper knowledge of the 
needs of customers in this class. One of the threats that has always failed domestic commodities in global 
markets is their low quality. Even install modern and advanced machines in the absence of the ordered 
and efficient system and skilled manpower cannot solve these problems. You need quality packaging, 
competitive prices, and a systematic production process. Our efforts in the printing and packaging industries 
of KamelPack Inc. is to eliminate your concerns in these parts.

Hard box next to exquisite boxes has other advantages:
The price is right, low production time, eco-friendly (all kinds of sanitary and food coatings), Possibility of 
offset printing and additional operations, Strength and durability, High penetration factor and the power of 
customer attraction are its advantages. All stages of the rigid boxes production process, such as the process 
of generating various offset boxes, can easily be replaced by existing boxes. Based on its history of design 
and product engineering, KamelPack Inc. has been able to design and produce many corporate products 
in this field.

Packaging Design Graphic Guide Line!
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